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DON’T TALK ABOUT IT,  
BE ABOUT IT 
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The world is full of talk!   

Everybody everywhere is just running their mouths, Just talking away.   

There was a time when the library was a quiet place, but not anymore.  I went not too long 

ago, the loudest ones were their employees.  It used to be quiet in the hospitals, but now 

even there, where they send you for rest, you can get no rest because of all the noise.   

Everyone just talking away, lots of words but no substance.  Just constant chatter.  This is one 

of the many tricks of the enemy.   

The Lord operates in quiet, the enemy operates in loudness, and noise keeps us distracted.  

That same spirit that has covered the entire world, has found its way into our assemblies.  

There is so much noise in our churches.  

 We wonder why the Spirit is not as prevalent, it is all this noise we are allowing.  Constant 

chatter going on.  Even in our meditation hour and quiet time, there is chatter.   

We must get back control of our service.   

We have all the answers to everyone else problems but cannot deal with our own.  We have 

all the answers and the solutions for the president, for the Congress, for our governors and 

mayors.  We know it all, yet we sit idly by doing nothing but idle chatter.   

We have to avoid some people just to have some peace and quiet.  Total strangers are willing 

to stop and shoot the breeze.  The only problem is behind all this free unsolicited talk there is 

no action; telling you how to fix your thing while theirs is raggedy.  But to believers we are 

exhorted to be doers of the Word.  

Jas.1:19-24   

All this loud noise and no action, has the entire world in a tailspin.  Going further down and 

down.  Morally and spiritually, finding fault with everything and everyone.  They are sinking in 

quicksand, while at the same time telling how to stand on solid ground.  We converse, but 

very few of our conversations are fruitful.  Because we are so busy talking at each other and 
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not to each other.  So busy wanting to make our point, we never even hear what they are 

saying.  It’s amazing how many solutions we have, yet we are sinking faster than a jet falling 

out of the sky.  Most of our words are just loose words.  No substance, unfruitful.  Just making 

noise.   

We are so nosy, wanting to know everyone’s business while our own is falling apart.  So busy 

passing judgement on others until we forget about our own mess.  Don’t talk about it, be 

about it!  What had the Wright brothers just sat around and only talked. What if after each 

failure, they just quit.  But through their effort and determination, we have advanced the field 

of aeronautics to the point of traveling faster than sound.  Going to outer space.  What if 

David just obeyed his father and was unaffected by what he heard and saw.  He was just to 

take food to his brothers in the army and tell his father how they were doing.  What had he 

not been curious and asked questions.  

We are called to not only action but to be active.  Very little is accomplished by sitting down 

and just talking about it.  There is much we can do.  But I guess its so much easier to just 

complain and do nothing.  Stop being so politically correct.  Stop standing there with folded 

arms doing nothing.  You do not have to be over it.  Or even recognized, just do it!  We would 

rather wait and criticize someone who is trying than to lend a helping hand.  Yes, there are 

problems, yes there are issues.  But what side are you on, the helping hand side or just watch 

and put down.   

Don’t talk about it, be about it!  Our idleness opens the door for the enemy to plant seeds of 

discords.  The best way to keep discord out is busy hands, all hands-on deck.  All pulling 

together, working together in unity. But we have allowed bitterness and malice to creep in 

and sow seeds of discord.  Stop lending your ears to hear garbage.   

Take a bold stand.  People turn against you when you stand, but it is that time now.  What 

had Jesus allowed His flesh to overrule His Spirit, where would be.  Stay in the Word, practice 

the Word, preach and teach the Word.  Then live the Word.  Don’t talk it, be about it! 


